BUILDING SOCIAL NETWORKS

- Little contact between refugees and host society
- Prejudice and stereotyping
- Refugees live in camps, are isolated
- Practice German
- Breaking helper helpee dynamic
COOKING & COMMUNITY EVENTS
ORGANISED BY VOLUNTEERS
EXCURSIONS AND MEET UPS IN AND OUTSIDE THE CITY
WHY COOKING TOGETHER?

ENSURES ENCOUNTERS ON EYELEVEL

PRIDE, IDENTITY, HISTORY, CULTURE

EVERYONE CONTRIBUTES TO THE WHOLE

LOW THRESHOLD ACTIVITY

BREAKS LANGUAGE BARRIERS
RECIPES FOR A BETTER US: STORYTELLING TO CREATE AWARENESS
A PINCH OF HOME: CHANGING THE NARRATIVE OF MIGRATION AND INTEGRATION
RESTAURANT, CATERING AND COOKING CLASSES:
CREATING JOBS AND INCOME
ÜBER DEN TELLERRAND NETWORK:

ACTIVE IN MORE THAN 35 LOCATIONS (5 COUNTRIES)
IMPACT

- Facilitating the Arrival Process
- Vitamin B Effect
- Combating Extremism
- Giving People a Voice
- Opening Minds